
Coin Voting Rules 

v.01 – 13th January, 2020 

 

1. Coindeal may, from time to time, propose Coins for consideration and voting by             

the Users as to which Coin/s should be considered and assessed by Coindeal for              

admission to trading on its Platform in line with its Cryptocurrency Due Diligence             

Policy. As such, this document sets out the rules of any Coin voting process. 

 

2. In this document, the following capitalised terms shall have following meaning 

ascribed to them: 

 

a. Coin Cryptocurrency, Token or Virtual Financial Asset - a        

digital token based on Distributed Ledger Technology. 

 

b. Coindeal 

 

 

 

c. Cryptocurrency 

Due Diligence 

Policy 

s Coindeal Limited, a company incorporated under the        

Laws of Malta and bearing company registration       

number C 88465. 

s an internal policy document which sets out the rules          

and procedure that must be adhered to by Coindeal         

when assessing and considering the admission of a        

Coin to trading on the Platform. 

d. Distributed Ledger 

Technology or DLT 

means a database system in which information is        

recorded, consensually shared, and synchronized     

across a network of multiple nodes as further        

described in the First Schedule of the Innovative        

Technology Arrangements and Services Act (Chapter      

592 of the Laws of Malta), whether the same is          

certified under that Act or otherwise. 

e. Domain means coindeal.mt and coined.com or such other       

domain as may be determined by Coindeal at its         

discretion. 

 

f. Initial Coin 

Offering or ICO 

means a method of raising funds through the issuance         

of a DLT asset and its subsequent offering to the          

public. 

 

g. Issuer means the issuer of a Coin. 

  

h. MFSA means the Malta Financial Services Authority. 

 

i. Platform means the platform operated by Coindeal under the        

Domain enabling Users to buy and sell Coins. 

 

j. Prize  means CDL value received by Users for voting. The         

Prize is financed from the Prize fund (administered by       

the Coindeal) whose amount is determined for each       
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k. User 

voting separately. The Prize fund may consist of        

Coindeal funds or of the cumulative amount of fees         

paid by all Issuers whose Coins are participating in         

voting. 

 

means any person who or which is validly registered         

with the Platform as a user thereof, having a valid and           

operational account with the Platform, and whose       

identity remains verified by the Platform. In order to         

participate in the voting process, the User shall have         

at least 100 CDL on his/ her account with the Platform           

unless otherwise stated in specific regulations.  

  

l. Voting Period means such period of time as may be set and          

prescribed by Coindeal on its Domain during which        

Users may vote for the admission by Coindeal of Coins          

for trading on the Platform, pursuant to the voting         

rules and procedure set out in these Coin Voting         

Rules. 

  

3. Coindeal may, at any time and prior to having undertaken any assessment in             

terms of the provisions of its Cryptocurrency Due Diligence Policy, identify Coins            

for which it believes there may be sufficient demand and market which may, in              

turn, justify their potential admission to trading on the Platform. 

 

4. Coindeal may, in its discretion and from time to time but only after having              

obtained the written consent of the Issuers of the relevant Coins for such             

purposes, decide to propose a vote amongst its Users as to which of such Coins               

its Users would wish to see being admitted to trading on the Platform. 

 

5. Information appertaining to each Coin proposed for voting as aforesaid, as well as             

the applicable Voting Period during which Users may cast their votes, and other             

specific regulations shall be provided and designated on the following link:           

https://coindeal.com/vote. 

 

6. During the Voting Period designated by Coindeal in terms of Rule 5 above, each              

User shall be entitled to cast up to one (1) vote a day (no more than once during                  

a period of 24 hours), unless otherwise stated in specific regulations. Each vote             

ranks equally with each other User’s vote. Users may cast their votes on the              

following link: https://coindeal.com/vote. 

 

7. Any Voting Period designated by Coindeal in terms of Rule 5 above may be              

shortened or otherwise extended or terminated at Coindeal’s discretion for any           

reason whatsoever. 

 

8. Upon the expiration of the Voting Period, the Coin which obtains the largest             

number of votes from amongst the Users shall be considered by Coindeal as             

being the Users’ preferred Coin for admission to trading on the Platform. 

 

9. If two (2) or more Coins obtain the largest number of votes from amongst the               

Users, with each Coin having the same number of votes, then the winning Coin              
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shall be considered as being that Coin which would have obtained the largest             

number of votes in any and all previous voting processes in which the relevant              

Coin would have been proposed to the Users for voting without winning such             

vote. 

 

10.Coindeal shall scrutinise and monitor each Coin voting process with a view to             

ensuring that each process is undertaken properly and fairly. To this end,            

Coindeal may invalidate and strike off any votes submitted or the entire voting             

process itself (as the case may be), should it have reasonable suspicion that the              

relevant votes or the voting process itself (as the case may be) were submitted or               

otherwise conducted unfairly or with undue influence from third parties.  

 

Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provisions of this Rule, Coindeal may              

invalidate and strike off any votes or the entire voting process as aforesaid should              

it suspect that any votes were paid for or otherwise incentivised (whether            

financially or otherwise) by third parties, or should any votes have been cast as a               

result of any misinformation.  

 

11. Following the completion of the Coin voting process as described above and upon             

the successful identification of the winning Coin, Coindeal shall proceed with           

commencing and undertaking the Coin acceptance procedure which is prescribed          

and set out in its Cryptocurrency Due Diligence Policy. 

 

12. The admission of the winning Coin to trading on the Platform shall be subject to               

the full and successful completion of the Coin acceptance conditions and           

procedure set out in the Cryptocurrency Due Diligence Policy, and to such other             

terms and conditions and Coin trading pairs determined by Coindeal (whether at            

its discretion or pursuant to a separate agreement with the Issuer of the relevant              

Coin). As such, and for the avoidance of doubt, it shall not be presumed that the                

winning Coin will be automatically admitted to trading on the Platform solely by             

virtue of the fact that the Coin would have emerged as the winning Coin from the                

voting process set out in these Coin Voting Rules. Furthermore, the Users shall             

not be entitled to vote on any matter relating to the evaluation of the              

admissibility of the Coin to trading on the Platform or the setting of any terms,               

conditions or trading pairs related thereto as aforesaid, all such matters being at             

the sole and exclusive discretion of Coindeal. 

 

13. In the event that the winning Coin shall fail to successfully complete the Coin              

admission process set out in the Cryptocurrency Due Diligence Policy such that            

Coindeal shall refuse its admission to trading on the Platform, Coindeal may, at             

its sole discretion and without requiring a specific vote from the Users for such              

purposes, decide to assess and evaluate the second-placed Coin for admission to            

trading on the Platform.  

 

14. The admission to trading of a winning Coin shall be subject to any and all ongoing                

rules, terms and conditions as Coindeal may agree with the Issuer or otherwise             

prescribe from time to time for the purposes of maintaining the continued trading             

of Coin on the Platform, whether set out in the Cryptocurrency Due Diligence             

Policy, in any agreement with the Issuer or otherwise.  
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15.Coindeal reserves the right, at its sole and exclusive discretion, to adjust, amend             

or revoke any terms and conditions and trading pairs previously determined and            

set by Coindeal, and subject to any separate agreement with the Issuer as             

applicable, without requiring any prior vote or approval of the Users for such             

purposes.  

 

16.Any decision or action as may be taken by Coindeal in relation to a Coin which                

has been admitted to trading on the Platform following a vote of the Users –               

including without limitation whether to suspend or remove a Coin from trading on             

the Platform – shall not be subject to any prior vote or other involvement              

whatsoever of the Users.  

 

17.Coindeal reserves the right to consider and assess any Coin for admission to             

trading on the Platform in terms of the Cryptocurrency Due Diligence Policy,            

notwithstanding that the relevant Coin would, at any time, have been involved in             

a Coin voting process, and notwithstanding further that such Coin would not have             

emerged as the winning Coin in the relevant voting process. 

 

18. The announcement of the winning Coin shall be made in a manner applicable for              

the announcement of the voting on the following link: https://coindeal.com/vote          

within 14 days from the end of the Voting Period. 

  

19.Users who voted are entitled to the Prize. The Prize will be divided among all               

Users who voted, in proportion to the number of days on which votes were cast.               

The prize will be paid on User’s account with the Platform no later than within 30                

days of announcement of the winning Coin. Specific regulations may provide           

divergent rules in this respect. 

 

20.Coindeal reserves the right to amend these Coin Voting Rules at its discretion and              

for any reason whatsoever, and shall give notice of any such changes, together             

with the date on which such changes will become effective, to the Users through              

the following link: https://coindeal.com/vote. 

 

21.Any query relating to the meaning or applicability of any Rule set out in these               

Coin Voting Rules shall be referred to the e-mail support@coindeal.com for           

clarification and explanation.  

 

22.Should any dispute, controversy or claim arise in relation to the conduct of the              

voting process outlined in these Coin Voting Rules and/or any result thereof, any             

such dispute, controversy or claim may be referred to by a User, by written              

notice, to the e-mail support@coindeal.com.  

 

Upon receiving notice of any such dispute, controversy or claim, CoinDeal shall consider             

and deliberate on the relevant case submitted with a view to deciding on the              

matter presented.  

 

Any and all parties involved in the relevant dispute, controversy or claim shall have and               

be given the opportunity to make submissions in writing to CoinDeal for its             

consideration and deliberation as aforesaid.  
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Any decision of the CoinDeal on any dispute, controversy or claim submitted to him/her              

as aforesaid shall be final and binding and there shall be no appeal from such               

decision. 

 

24. Taking part in the voting means that the User accepts and agrees that the              

Coindeal will process, transfer and secure User’s personal data in accordance with            

applicable regulations, including the provisions of the GDPR (art. 13 of Regulation            

(EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on               

the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on              

the free movement of such data and repealing Directive 95/46/EC <General Data            

Protect Regulation>) as follows: 

a. User data will be used to transfer the Prize, 

b. User data will be used to store information about the voting for internal             

purposes of the Coindeal, 

c. Coindeal will publish winners’ name or nick, country and ammount of CDL            

token prize on Coindeal's website, social media and other internet social           

and information platforms, to announce the winnings and inform about the           

voting and its conclusion. 
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